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the national flag of italy italian bandiera d italia pronounced banˈdjɛːra diˈtaːlja often referred to in italian as il
tricolore pronounced il trikoˈloːre english the tricolour is a tricolour featuring three equally sized vertical
panels of green white and red with the green at the hoist side as defined by article 12 vertically striped green
white red national flag its width to length ratio is 2 to 3 a rich history of flags and coats of arms has existed in
italy since at least the 1200s but the lack of national unification meant that there was no recognized flag
representing all italian populated areas the national flag of italy often referred to in italian as il tricolore is a
tricolour featuring three equally sized vertical panels of green white and red with the green at the hoist side as
defined by article 12 of the constitution of the italian republic flag of italy italian national flag was inspired by
the french flag which was brought there in 1796 when napoleon attacked italy it differs from the french flag
only by the left stripe that has green color not blue there are several theories explaining the green color italian
flag historical flags national anthem currency the national flag of italy is one of the country s most recognized
national symbols the flag has one of the best known designs of any national flag in the world which is
comprised of a vertical tri band of three colors a design that earns the flag its nickname the tricolore the
italian flag the italian flag il tricolore has been in use in its current form since the formation of the republic in
1946 it was formally adopted a little while later in 1948 it is made up of three equal bands green white and red
with the green band on the hoist side
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the national flag of italy italian bandiera d italia pronounced banˈdjɛːra diˈtaːlja often referred to in italian as il
tricolore pronounced il trikoˈloːre english the tricolour is a tricolour featuring three equally sized vertical
panels of green white and red with the green at the hoist side as defined by article 12
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vertically striped green white red national flag its width to length ratio is 2 to 3 a rich history of flags and
coats of arms has existed in italy since at least the 1200s but the lack of national unification meant that there
was no recognized flag representing all italian populated areas
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the national flag of italy often referred to in italian as il tricolore is a tricolour featuring three equally sized
vertical panels of green white and red with the green at the hoist side as defined by article 12 of the
constitution of the italian republic
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flag of italy italian national flag was inspired by the french flag which was brought there in 1796 when
napoleon attacked italy it differs from the french flag only by the left stripe that has green color not blue there
are several theories explaining the green color
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italian flag historical flags national anthem currency the national flag of italy is one of the country s most
recognized national symbols the flag has one of the best known designs of any national flag in the world which
is comprised of a vertical tri band of three colors a design that earns the flag its nickname the tricolore
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the italian flag the italian flag il tricolore has been in use in its current form since the formation of the republic
in 1946 it was formally adopted a little while later in 1948 it is made up of three equal bands green white and
red with the green band on the hoist side
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